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Chapter 787: It’s Sunny When Qingqing Is Well 

Su Yu looked at Xie Jiuhan and prayed in his heart that Feng Qing would really come to the 

company. That way, he would heave a sigh of relief. Otherwise, they would all have to work overtime in 

the company. 

 

 

After Xie Jiuhan entered the office, he called the executives of a few departments over and 

scolded them one by one. Hence, from the 95th floor down, all the employees of the Xie Corporation 

knew that their boss was in a bad mood today. 

 

 

Ten at night. 

 

 

In the multimedia conference room of Di Hui Building, Xie Jiuhan had just finished his meeting 

and walked out. Even from afar, people could feel the cold aura emanating from the man. The 

company’s executives were sitting neatly in the conference room. Even though Xie Jiuhan had left, they 

didn’t even dare to breathe loudly. All of their faces were pale, as if they had been skinned. 

 

 

Xie Jiuhan looked at his watch. It was already so late. Shouldn’t Feng Qing send him a message? 

At least show some concern for him? 

 

 

However, when he took out his phone to take a look, he realized that there was no new 

messages. Xie Jiuhan raised his eyebrows. He didn’t know what Feng Qing was doing. Could it be that 

she was already on her way to the company? 

 



 

At the thought of this, a smug look flashed across Xie Jiuhan’s dark eyes. He knew that the 

woman was thinking of him. Didn’t the woman come to look for him obediently when he didn’t go back 

so late? 

 

 

Suddenly, his phone vibrated. Xie Jiuhan subconsciously looked over and saw a message on the 

push menu. “The singer you’re following, Siren, has just started her live stream. Click into the live stream 

to watch!” 

 

 

Xie Jiuhan: “???” 

 

 

Feng Qing was doing a live broadcast in the Xie Manor. Xie Jiuhan clicked into the live broadcast. 

As expected, Feng Qing was doing a live broadcast. Moreover, she was singing passionately into her 

phone. Then, all sorts of gift special effects flooded the screen. 

 

 

Xie Shihao was sending gifts to Feng Qing, but he was only smug for a while before he was 

defeated by the player with the ID [Siren’s Grandma Fan]. Then, the account with the ID [Han Jintian] 

started sending gifts. He would send whatever was expensive. Han Jintian’s account had been verified, 

but he didn’t give it a nickname. Instead, he used his real name. 

 

 

Xie Jiuhan watched helplessly as [Han Jintian] surpassed [Siren’s Grandma Fan] to become the 

second on the fan gift rankings. The man snorted coldly in disdain, but Feng Qing’s live stream exploded. 

 

 



“Wow, is this person really Director Han Jintian?” 

 

 

“It’s definitely Director Han. How can an ordinary person have so much money? Moreover, 

Director Han knows Siren. Siren even sang the theme song for his new movie.” 

 

 

“Director Han is very busy every day. He personally came to the live stream to send gifts to 

Siren, and he got to the second place in the rankings. It looks like their relationship is extraordinary.” 

 

 

Line after line of comments flashed across the live stream. Countless netizens discussed Han 

Jintian’s gift. There were even many people who typed the words ‘be together’. 

 

 

At this moment, a person with the ID [It’s Sunny When Qingqing Is Well] suddenly appeared. 

This account sent gifts in the live stream with a crushing force. Moreover, the speed of the gifts 

exceeded Xie Shihao. Very quickly, it passed [Siren’s Grandma Fan] and competed with [Han Jintian] in 

the blink of an eye. 

 

 

On the other end of the phone, Xie Shihao looked at the change in the rankings in confusion. He 

had actually fallen to the fifth place and he had just fallen. The audience in the live-stream was 

completely excited as they scrolled through the screen crazily. 

 

 

“D*mn! Which god is this [It’s Sunny When Qingqing Is Well]?” 

 

 



“Could it be the mysterious man who appeared at the Feng family’s engagement banquet 

today? I feel that only this person is so rich.” 

 

 

“What mysterious man? He’s obviously the head of the Xing family, Xing Wudi. I’ve never seen 

this ID before. If I’m not wrong, it must be him.” 

 

 

The news that the head of the Xing family of the Seven Stars Continent had suddenly appeared 

in the Capital and even participated in the Feng family’s engagement banquet had long spread 

throughout the Capital along with the trending topic. The Feng and Cao families were considered small 

families, and most of the guests they invited were here to laugh at them. The videos and photos taken 

by these guests at the engagement banquet were posted online, and the Feng and Cao families couldn’t 

get rid of them even with their connections. 

 

 

The Feng and Cao families were already famous in Xia country because of Feng Jianing’s 

reputation. The head of the Xing family in the Seven Stars Continent was also a handsome and rich big 

shot. What was his relationship with Feng Qing? People couldn’t help but think too much. 

 

 

Feng Qing’s live stream skipped through all sorts of comments. “Siren, could your husband be 

the head of the Xing family?” 

 

 

“Oh my god, is the husband of the Siren the head of the Xing family?” 

 

 

“No wonder the Siren is so outstanding. When she severed ties with the Feng family, she could 

fork out five billion in one go. Now that I think about it, I understand.” 



 


